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	Practical Implementation of FACTs on a Model Transmission Line For Performance Improvement
ContentsWhat is FACTs ?Objectives of FACTs Types of FACTs Controllers Transmission line Parameters &amp; Design of FACTS ControllersAdvantages of FACTs Controllers ConclusionReference  What is FACTs ?FACTs is an acronym for Flexible AC Transmission Systems. FACTs uses solid state switching devices to control power flow through a transmission network, so that the transmission network is loaded to its full capacity.FACTs idea was put forward by prof. hingorani of EPRI, USA in 1988.A line can be loaded up to its full thermal limit by FACTs.Power transfer can be increased thru an old line by FACTs.History of FACTsFlexible AC Transmission systems Technology (FACTs) was first proposed by the Dr Narain G. Hingorani in 1988 of electric power research institute (EPRI), USA.The first FACTs installation was at the C.J. Slatt Substation near Arlington , Oregon.This is a 500 kv, 3-phase 60Hz substation, and was developed by EPRI, the Bonneville power Administration  and General Electric Company.
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	How to Reduce Transformer Losses - Download Presentation
A transformer is an electrical apparatus which is used to convert an alternating current from one voltage to another. It can be designed to step up or step down voltages based on the number of turns in the coil in primary and the secondary coil. It works on the magnetic induction principle. Complete step by step solution:A transformer is designed to convert alternating current into another voltage very efficiently. But there are small energy losses that do occur in them. The four main causes cause of energy loss in transformer are as following:1. Resistance of windingsThe wire used in the winding of the coil of the transformer contributes to heat loss due to electric heating.As per Joule’s law of heating,P=i2RWhere, P is the rate of heat generated in the wire of resistance R when i is the electric current in the wire.2. Flux leakage&nbsp;&nbsp;Due to error in the design of the core of the secondary coil, all the magnetic flux produced in the primary coil may not be linked to the secondary coil. That is the reason for the flux leakage.3. Eddy currents&nbsp;When the magnetic field in primary coil changes then it induces currents in the secondary coil and also currents in the iron core itself. These currents flow in little circles in the iron core and are called eddy currents. The eddy currents cause heat loss.4. Hysteresis&nbsp;The magnetization of the core is repeatedly reversed by the alternating magnetic field. The repeating core magnetization process expends energy and this energy appears as heat. Methods to reduce the energy loss in transformer:1. Use of low resistance wire for the winding of the coil.2. Heat loss due to eddy current can be reduced by the lamination of the iron core.3. The heat generated can be kept to a minimum by using a magnetic material which has a low hysteresis loss. Hence, soft iron is often chosen for the core material because the magnetic domains within it changes rapidly with low energy loss.Note:&nbsp;&nbsp;1. Transformer converts an alternative current into another voltage.2. There are two types of transformer one is step up transformer and another is step down transformer.&nbsp;
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	Newnes Electrical Pocket Handbook - Download PDF
ContentsPREFACE ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS INTRODUCTION 1 FUNDAMENTALS AND THEORY 2 PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS 3 PLASTICS AND RUBBER IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 4 SEMICONDUCTORS AND SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES5 RECTIFIERS AND CONVERTERS 6 COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS 7 ELECTRICITY GENERATION 8 TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION9 CABLES10 TRANSFORMERS AND TAPCHANGERS 11 TARIFFS AND POWER FACTOR 12 REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS(BS 7671) 13 LIGHTING 14 MOTORS AND CONTROL GEAR 15 SWITCHGEAR AND PROTECTION 16 HEATING AND REFRIGERATION 17 BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS 18 INSTRUMENTS AND METERS 19 ELECTRIC WELDING 20 BATTERY ELECTRIC VEHICLES21 BATTERY SYSTEMS 22 CABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 23 HAZARDOUS AREA ELECTRICAL WORK&nbsp;IntroductionThe chief function of any engineer’s pocket book is the presentation in convenient form of facts, tables and formulae relating to the particular branch of engineering concerned. In the case of electrical engineering, it is essential that the engineer should have a clear understanding of the methods by which the various formulae are derived in order that he can be quite certain that any particular formula is applicable to the conditions which he is considering. This applies with particular force in the case of alternating current work.The first section of the Pocket Book is, therefore, devoted to the theoretical groundwork upon which all the practical applications are based. This covers symbols, fundamentals, electrostatics and magnetism.When an engineer is called upon to deal with any particular type of electrical apparatus, for example a protective relay system, a thermostatically controlled heating system, or industrial switchgear and control gear, the first requirement is that he shall understand the principles upon which these systems operate. In order to provide this information, much space has been devoted in the various sections to clear descriptions of the circuits and principles which are used in the different types of electrical apparatus. The inclusion of technical descriptions, together with the essential data embodied in the tables, will be found to provide the ideal combination for those engineers engaged on the utilization side of the industry, where many different types of equipment and electrical appliances, ranging from semiconductor rectifiers to electrode steam boilers, may have to be specified, installed and maintained in safe and efficient operation. An extensive summary of the sixteenth edition of the ‘IEE Regulations for Electrical Installations’ (now BS 7671) is contained in Chapter 12. In 1992 when this was first issued as a British Standard, the layout and content were markedly different to the previous editions and for those personnel working in electrical contracting it is important that they obtain their own up-to-date copy of the Regulations. One of the most important changes in 1992 was the exclusion of many of the Appendices which were published as separateGuidance Notes (see page 260). Another change was the inclusion of a new Part 6, ‘Special installations or locations’. Section 6 has been added to in the 2001 edition, and, in addition, in an extended Part 7, there is increased emphasis on periodic inspection and testing. More is said about these in the Preface and in Chapter 12.&nbsp;Download PDF
	𝗠𝗘𝗖𝗛𝗔𝗡𝗜𝗖𝗔𝗟 𝗘𝗡𝗚𝗜𝗡𝗘𝗘𝗥𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗕𝗢𝗔𝗥𝗗 𝗘𝗫𝗔𝗠 𝗙𝗢𝗥𝗠𝗨𝗟𝗔
&nbsp;&nbsp;𝗠𝗘𝗖𝗛𝗔𝗡𝗜𝗖𝗔𝗟 𝗘𝗡𝗚𝗜𝗡𝗘𝗘𝗥𝗜𝗡𝗚 𝗕𝗢𝗔𝗥𝗗 𝗘𝗫𝗔𝗠 𝗙𝗢𝗥𝗠𝗨𝗟𝗔&nbsp;&nbsp;PDF DownloadMathematics &amp; Engineering SciencesMachine Design &amp; Machine Shop PracticesPower and Industrial Plant Engineering.What is Mathematical Engineering?Mathematical engineering is an interdisciplinary undergraduate program which adds the deep and broad theoretical infrastructure of mathematics, the oldest and most fundamental science, to the study of engineering. Mathematical engineering aims to provide students with skills in analysis, algorithmic thinking, and modeling development needed in contemporary information Technologies.In addition to providing graduates with a sound mathematical foundation to pursue an academic education in theoretical and applied mathematics, it provides a strong basis for their future professional lives in a wide range of fields. These include various engineering sciences, information technology, software, economics, finance, business, artificial intelligence, machine learning, data science, etc.Machine Design &amp; Machine Shop PracticesA machine shop or engineering workshop (UK) is a room, building, or company where machining, a form of subtractive manufacturing, is done. In a machine shop, machinists use machine tools and cutting tools to make parts, usually of metal or plastic (but sometimes of other materials such as glass or wood). A machine shop can be a small business (such as a job shop) or a portion of a factory, whether a toolroom or a production area for manufacturing. The building construction and the layout of the place and equipment vary, and are specific to the shop; for instance, the flooring in one shop may be concrete, or even compacted dirt, and another shop may have asphalt floors. A shop may be air-conditioned or not; but in other shops it may be necessary to maintain a controlled climate. Each shop has its own tools and machinery which differ from other shops in quantity, capability and focus of expertise.Power and Industrial Plant Engineering.Power plant engineering or power station engineering is a division of power engineering, and is defined as “the engineering and technology required for the production of central station electric power.” The field is focused on the generation of power for industries and communities, not for household power production.The field is an interdisciplinary field, using the theoretical base of both mechanical and electrical engineering. The engineering aspect of power plant management has evolved with technology and has become progressively more complicated.Download PDF
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	Lecture Note's on Piston,Piston Rings, Connecting Rod - PDF
What is Piston&nbsp; ?A piston is a cylindrical engine main component  of reciprocating engines that slides back and forth in the cylinder bore by forces produced during the combustion process.  And also Piston are employed in reciprocating pumps, gas compressors and pneumatic cylinders, among other similar mechanisms.The piston acts as a movable end of the combustion chamber. The stationary end of the combustion chamber is the cylinder head. Pistons are commonly made of a cast aluminum alloy for excellent and lightweight thermal conductivity. Thermal conductivity is the ability of a material to conduct and transfer heat. . Depending on the application, engineers will put them to the test in a pressure chamber. Most pistons are made from die- or gravity-cast aluminum alloy. Cast aluminum alloy is lightweight and has good structural integrity and low manufacturing costs.&nbsp;
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Piston Rings Role ? They transfer 60 percent of the heat from the piston to the cylinder wall. The main function of PISTON RING To give a gas-tight sealing of the clearance between the piston and the liner.  They prevent the fuel/air mixture and exhaust in the combustion chamber from leaking into the sump during compression and combustion. They keep oil in the sump from leaking into the combustion area, where it would be burned and lost. Piston rings are fitted in grooves which have been cut in the piston. They are split at one end so they can expand or slipped over the end of piston.Piston rings prevent the piston from knocking on the cylinder wall.What is Connecting Rod ?A connecting rod, also called a 'con rod', is the part of a piston engine which connects the piston to the crankshaft. Together with the crank, the connecting rod converts the reciprocating motion of the piston into the rotation of the crankshaft.The connecting rod is required to transmit the compressive and tensile forces from the piston. In its most common form, in an internal combustion engine, it allows pivoting on the piston end and rotation on the shaft end. The predecessor to the connecting rod is a mechanic linkage used by water mills to convert rotating motion of the water wheel into reciprocating motion.
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	Presentation on DC Electrical Circuit Analysis - PDF
What is DC Circuit ?A DC circuit is an electrical circuit that only consists of Constant voltage and/or current sources,Resistive loads (resistors). This circuit is independent from time. If a circuit doesn’t need any past value of its voltage and current, we can assume that circuit is a DC circuit. It doesn’t need its past value hence it doesn’t use any complex calculation consisting of time-varying, transient period, or something like that.We only need to analyze its steady-state calculation, of course with a DC solution.Keep in mind that not every electrical circuit can be solved with a DC solution. Get ready to use another solution if the circuit has inductive (inductor) and capacitive (capacitor) loads.Furthermore, it is safe to refer to a circuit as a DC circuit if it is energized by DC sources (battery or DC power supply).Application of DC CircuitDC is commonly found in extra low and low voltage applications, especially for batteries and solar cells. Most of our electronic devices also require DC voltage and DC power supply.Keep in mind that when we are using DC electrical devices, we need to pay attention to the polarity or else you will break it. Even if your devices have a diode bridge element, it is still a wise thing to connect the proper polarity.There are also many uses of a DC voltage in the automotive sector.Take example of the developing electric vehicles, they are using batteries meaning a DC voltage. Diesel engines in heavy vehicles, trucks, farm equipment, etc also use DC voltage systems.DC power supplies are also found in telecommunication technology.This power supply will maintain the connection lines for subscribers if there is an interruption during operating. DC-DC converter is also popular as a power source for communication devices.For efficiency, high voltage power transmission uses DC electricity. This is because in long distance transmission, the losses by High Voltage DC Voltage (HVDC) are lower and cheaper.
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	Important Basics on HVAC Systems - PDF
What is HVAC System ?Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) is the use of various technologies to control the temperature, humidity, and purity of the air in an enclosed space. Its goal is to provide thermal comfort and acceptable indoor air quality. HVAC system design is a subdiscipline of mechanical engineering, based on the principles of thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, and heat transfer. "Refrigeration" is sometimes added to the field's abbreviation as HVAC&amp;R or HVACR, or "ventilation" is dropped, as in HACR (as in the designation of HACR-rated circuit breakers). HVAC is an important part of residential structures such as single family homes, apartment buildings, hotels, and senior living facilities; medium to large industrial and office buildings such as skyscrapers and hospitals; vehicles such as cars, trains, airplanes, ships and submarines; and in marine environments, where safe and healthy building conditions are regulated with respect to temperature and humidity, using fresh air from outdoors. Ventilating or ventilation (the "V" in HVAC) is the process of exchanging or replacing air in any space to provide high indoor air quality which involves temperature control, oxygen replenishment, and removal of moisture, odors, smoke, heat, dust, airborne bacteria, carbon dioxide, and other gases. Ventilation removes unpleasant smells and excessive moisture, introduces outside air, keeps interior building air circulating, and prevents stagnation of the interior air. Methods for ventilating a building are divided into mechanical/forced and natural types.
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What is Air Conditioning ?An air conditioning system, or a standalone air conditioner, provides cooling and/or humidity control for all or part of a building. Air conditioned buildings often have sealed windows, because open windows would work against the system intended to maintain constant indoor air conditions. Outside, fresh air is generally drawn into the system by a vent into a mix air chamber for mixing with the space return air. Then the mixture air enters an indoor or outdoor heat exchanger section where the air is to be cooled down, then be guided to the space creating positive air pressure. The percentage of return air made up of fresh air can usually be manipulated by adjusting the opening of this vent. Typical fresh air intake is about 10% of the total supply air.[citation needed] Air conditioning and refrigeration are provided through the removal of heat. Heat can be removed through radiation, convection, or conduction. The heat transfer medium is a refrigeration system, such as water, air, ice, and chemicals are referred to as refrigerants. A refrigerant is employed either in a heat pump system in which a compressor is used to drive thermodynamic refrigeration cycle, or in a free cooling system that uses pumps to circulate a cool refrigerant (typically water or a glycol mix). It is imperative that the air conditioning horsepower is sufficient for the area being cooled. Underpowered air conditioning systems will lead to power wastage and inefficient usage. Adequate horsepower is required for any air conditioner installed. 
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	Introduction on Bearing Capacity - PDF
What is the bearing capacity of soil? In a nutshell, bearing capacity is the capacity of soil to support the loads that are applied to the ground above. It depends primarily on the type of soil, its shear strength and its density. It also depends on the depth of embedment of the load – the deeper it is founded, the greater the bearing capacity.  Where there is insufficient bearing capacity, the ground can be improved or alternatively the load can be spread over a larger area such that the applied stress to the soil is reduced to an acceptable value less than the bearing capacity. This can be achieved with spread foundations composed of reinforced concrete, for example.  In the case of working platforms for cranes and piling rigs, improved load spread is provided by a granular platform whose performance can be further improved by mechanical&nbsp; stabilisation using Tensar geogrids.Bearing capacity types and formulaeThe types of bearing capacity of soil are:

Ultimate bearing capacity (qᵤ): the maximum 
vertical pressure that can be applied to the ground surface, at which 
point a shear failure mechanism develops in the supporting soil.


Net ultimate bearing capacity (qₙᵤ): this is the ultimate bearing capacity minus the weight of soil (𝝲) multiplied by the depth of the foundation (D). The formula is qₙᵤ = qᵤ - 𝝲Df.Net safe bearing capacity (qₙₛ): the allowable bearing capacity&nbsp; (qₙₛ) is the net ultimate bearing capacity (qₙᵤ) divided by a factor a safety (typically this will be 3). The formula is qₙₛ = qₙᵤ / F. The factor may be increased to limit settlements further if required.Gross safe bearing capacity (qₛ): dividing the ultimate bearing capacity by a factor of safety gives you the gross safe bearing capacity (qₛ = qᵤ / F).Net safe settlement pressure (qₙₚ): the maximum load the soil can take before it exceeds the allowable amount of soil settlement.Net allowable bearing capacity (qₙₐ): this 
is the value used in the design of foundations, and is often simply 
referred to as the ‘allowable bearing capacity’. The net allowable 
bearing capacity (qₙₐ) is equal to either the net safe bearing capacity (qₙₛ) or the net safe settlement pressure (qₙₚ), whichever is the lower figure.
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	Textbook of Engineering Drawing - PDF
The subject in general is designed to impart the following skills. Engineering drawing is a two dimensional representation of three dimensional objects. In general, it provides necessary information about the shape, size, surface quality, material, manufacturing process, etc., of the object. Ability to read and prepare engineering drawings. Ability to make free – hand sketching of objects. Power to imagine, analyse and communicate, and Capacity to understand other subjects. ENGINEERING DRAWING BY K. VENKATA REDDY PDFBook Contents Preface. Drawing instruments and accessories. Lettering and dimensioning practices. Scales. Geometrical constructions. Orthographic projections. Projection of solids. Development of surfaces. Intersection of surfaces. Isometric projection. Oblique and perspective projections. Conversion of Isometric views to orthographic views and vice versa. Sections of solids. Freehand sketching. Computer Aided Design and Drawing (CADD).&nbsp; Worksheets Annexure Objective Type Questions. Answers. Model Question Papers. &nbsp;
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Contents of Textbook of Engineering Drawing: CHAPTER-1 Drawing Instruments and Accessories 1.1-1.5 1.1 Introduction, 1.1 1.2 Role of Engineering Drawing, 1.1 1.3 Drawing Instrument and Aids, 1.1 1.3.1 Drawing Board, 1.2 1.3.2 Mini-Draughter, 1.2 1.3.3 Instrument Box, 1.2 1.3.4 Set of Scales, 1.3 1.3.5 French Curves, 1.4 1.3.6 Templates, 1.4 1.3.7 Pencils, 1.4 CHAPTER- 2 Lettering and Dimensioning Practices 2.1-2.25 2.1 Introduction. 2.1 2.2 Drawing Sheet, 2.1 2.2.1 Title Block, 2.2 2.2.2 Drawing Sheet Layout (Is 10711 : 2001), 2.3 2.2.3 Folding of Drawing Sheets, 2.3 2.2.4 Lines (IS 10714 (Part 20): 2001 and SP 46: 2003), 2.4 &nbsp;CHAPTER- 3 Scales 3.1-3.12 3.1 Introduction, 3.1 3.2 Reducing and Enlarging Scales, 3.1 3.3 Representative Fraction, 3.2 3.4 Types of Scales, 3.2 3.4.1 Plain Scales, 3.2 3.4.2 Diagonal Scales, 3.5 3.4.3 Vernier Scales, 3.9 CHAPTER-4 Geometrical Constructions 4.1-4.51 4.1 Introduction, 4.1 4.2 Conic Sections 4.12 4.2.1 Circle, 4.13 4.2.2 Ellipse, 4.13 4.2.3 Parabola, 4.13 4.2.4 Hyperbola, 4.13 4.2.5 Conic Sections as Loci of a Moving Point,&nbsp;
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	Basic's On INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES - PDF
Text Book  :-I.C Engines by M.L. Mathur and R.P. Sharma, Dhanpat Rai Publications- 2012.Internal Combustion Engines by V.Ganeshan, Tata McGraw Hill, 3rd Ed.2009.Fundamentals of Internal Combustion Engines by J.B. Heywood, Tata McGraw Hill, 1988.Reference Books :Engineering Fundamentals of the I.C. Engines by Willard W.Pulkrabek, Year 1998.Combustion Engine Process by Lichty Judge, Year 2000.A Course in I.C. Engine by V.M.Domkundawar, Dhanpathrai Publications - 1999.Wikipedia.comObjectivesAfter Studying this unit you should be able to know. How internal combustion engines are classified,Applied Thermal Engineering on which cycles these engines work,How and how many times the piston has to move to and fro to complete a cycle,What fuels are used in these engines and if there are any harmful effects.IntroductionAn engines is a device which transforms the chemical energy of a fuel into thermal energy and uses this thermal energy to produce mechanical work.Engines normally convert thermal energy into mechanical work and therefore they are called heat engines.Heat engines can be broadly classified into :* External Combustion Engines (EC Engines)* Internal Combustion Engines ( IC Engines)Download PDF
	BASICS ON ELECTRIC CIRCUIT - PDF
IntroductionFundamental laws that govern electric circuits:Ohm’s Law.Kirchoff’s Law.These laws form the foundation upon which electric circuit analysis is built.&nbsp;Common techniques in circuit analysis and design:Combining resistors in series and parallel.Voltage and current divisions.Wye to delta and delta to wye transformations.These techniques are restricted to resistive circuits.Ohm’s LawOhm's law states that the current through a conductor is proportional to the voltage across the conductor. This is true for many materials (including metals) provided the temperature (and other physical factors) remain constant. The constant of proportionality, R,R is the resistance and the unit is the ohm, with symbol \Omega,Ω. The relationship can be written as: V, equals, I, R.   V=IR where V,V is the voltage across the conductor and I,I is the current flowing through it. If a component is ohmic (it obeys Ohm's Law), then its resistance must be independent of current and voltage.
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	Presentation On Basic Electrical Circuit Theory  - PDF
Electric circuits or networks are the assemblage of devices and or equipment needed to connect the source of energy to the user or the device which exploits it. Communications systems, computer systems and power systems all consist of more or less complicated electric circuits which themselves are made up of a number of circuit elements. The devices and equipment mentioned above may be represented by ‘equivalent circuits’ consisting of these circuit elements, and an equivalent circuit must behave to all intents and purposes in the same way as the device or equipment which it represents. In other words, if the device were put into one ‘black box’ and the equivalent circuit were put into another ‘black box’, an outside observer of the behavior of each would be unable to say which black box contained the real device and which contained the equivalent circuit. In practice it is virtually impossible to achieve exact equivalence. What is an Electric Circuit? In the simplest terms, an electric circuit is a pathway for an electric current to flow from one point to another. From a high level, every circuit has three basic components: Voltage source  Conductive path A Load Voltage Source A voltage source introduces energy into a circuit via a potential difference between its positive (+) and negative (â€“) terminals. Voltage sources can be AC or DCâ€“the main difference being how the current flows. AC sources produce voltages that vary sinusoidally, i.e. the current reverses direction periodically. Examples are power from the grid or generators. On the other hand, DC sources produce current that flows in one direction. Batteries are a source of DC voltage.    Conductive Path A conductive path (aka a conductor) provides a medium for current flow through a circuit. These components have a very low resistance to current, e.g., copper wires, lead solder, or metallic traces on a printed circuit board (PCB). Conductors also help link other components together to achieve a single function.  Load  A load is any device that consumes power in a circuit. It can be anything from a light-emitting diode (LED) to a motor or siren. During a short circuit, the load is the conductor itself which generates heat, dissipating electric power. 
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	ADVANCED CONCRETE TECHNOLGY - DOWNLOAD PDF
PrefaceConcrete is the most widely used material in the world. It plays an important role in infrastructure and private buildings construction. Understanding the basic behaviors of concrete is essential for civil engineering students to become civil engineering professionals. There have been some very good books regarding concrete, including Concrete by Mindess, Young, and Darwin, Concrete: Structure, Properties, and Materials by Mehta and Monteriro, and Concrete Technology by Neville and Brook. The motivation to write this book is to introduce new methodologies, new developments, and new innovations in concrete technology.&nbsp;The unique features of this book include the introduction of end use guided research strategy for concrete, unification of materials and structures studies, and an emphasize on fundamental exploration of concrete structures, state of art of concrete development, and innovations. This book provides more comprehensiveknowledge on concrete technology, including the systematic introduction of concrete fracturemechanics and nondestructive evaluation for concrete engineering.
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The book is divided into nine chapters. Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction of concrete, including its historic development and advantages. Chapter 2 provides the knowledge of raw materials used for making concrete, covering aggregates, binders, admixtures, and water. Chapter 3 discusses the properties of fresh concrete, including workability and the corresponding measurement methods. Chapter 4 focuses on the structure of concrete at different scales, especially the calcium silicate hydrate at nanometer scale. Chapter 5 covers the properties of hardened concrete, including strength, durability, stress–strain relation, and dimension stability. Chapter 6 provides updated knowledge on various cement-based composites, including self-consolidation concrete, ultra-high-strength concrete, and extruded and engineered cementitious composites.&nbsp;Chapter 7 focuses the fracture behavior of concrete and provides the basic knowledge of fracture mechanics of concrete. Chapter 8 covers the essential knowledge of nondestructive testing of concrete engineering, including wave propagation theory in 1-D case, detecting principles of different NDT methodologies and techniques of different NDT methods. In Chapter 9, the issues regarding the future and development trend of concrete have been discussed.&nbsp;Although the book is designed and written primarily to meet the teaching needs for undergraduate students at senior level and graduate students at entry level, it can serve as a reference or a guide for professional engineers in their practice. In the process of writing this book, the authors received enthusiastic help and invaluable assistance from many people, which is deeply appreciated. The authors would like to expresshis special thanks to Dr. Garrison C. K. Chau, Dr. Biwan Xu, and Dr. Jianzhong Shen for their help in editing the book draft. Mr. Mike Pomfret is acknowledged for his professional page proofreading. The photos provided by Profs. Wei Sun, Tongbo Sui, Linhai Han, and Zhen He Drs. Xiaojian Gao, Herbert Zheng, and Jinyang Jiang; Mr. Peter Allen; and the companies of Ove Arup and Gammon are greatly appreciated.&nbsp;The support from China Basic Research Grant, Basic Research on Environmentally FriendlyContemporary Concrete (2009CB623200) is greatly acknowledged.Finally, I would like to thank for my wife, Xiuming Cui, my daughters Yexin Li and AileenLi for their love, understanding, and support.&nbsp;
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	Basic Note's on Diesel Power Plant (Download PDF)
&nbsp;&nbsp; INTRODUCTIONDiesel Power Plants produce power in the range of 2 to 50 MW, are used as central stations for supply authorities and work.They are used as standby sets for continuity of supply such as hospitals, telephone exchanges, radio stations , cinema theaters and industries.They are suitable for mobile power generation and widely used in railways and ships.Used as Peak Load Plants, Mobile Plants, Stand by units, Emergency plants, Starting Stations, Central Stations, Industries where power requirement is small 500kw.Advantages of Diesel Power Plant It can respond to varying loads without any difficulty. It occupies less space.For the same capacity diesel power plant is compact and smaller than a thermal power plant.Diesel power plants are more efficient than steam power plants in the range of 150 MW capacity. Disadvantages of Diesel Power Plant  High operating cost.High maintenance and lubrication cost.The capacity of a diesel plant is limited. They cannot be constructed in large sizes.In a diesel plant noise is a serious problem.Diesel power plants cannot supply over loads continuously where as steam power plants can work under 25 percent overload continuously. Heat Engine : Any Type of engine or device that derives heat energy from combustion of fuel and converts to heat energy from combustion of fuel and converts to mechanical energy.In an Internal Combustion Engine, combustion takes place within working fluid of the engine, thus fluid gets contaminated with combustion products.Petrol Engine is an example of internal combustion engine, where the working fluid is a mixture of air and fuel.In an External combustion engine, working fluid gets energy using boilers by burning fossil fuels or any other fuel, thus the working fluid does not come in contact with combustion products.Steam engine is an example of external combustion engine, where the working fluid is steam.
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	DESIGN OF RAFT FOUNDATIONS - PDF
TYPES OF FOUNDATIONS Shallow Strip Edge Beams - For Light Loaded BuildingsPad - To Support Internal Columns of BuildingsRaft - To keep Movements to a tolerable.Deep Driven Piles - Significant depth to competent.Bored Piles - Large Capacity Required.What is RAFT FOUNDATION ?A Foundation System in which essentially the entire building is placed on a large continuous footing. Usually large concrete slab supporting many columns.Commonly used as foundation for silos, chimneys, large machinery.It is a flat concrete slab, heavily reinforced with steel, which carries the downward loads of the individual columns or walls.TO DESIGN RAFT FOUNDATIONSDetermine the capacity of the foundation.Determine the settlement of foundation.Determine the differential settlement. Determine the stress distribution beneath the foundation. Design the structural component of the mat foundation using the stress distribution obtain from 4.
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	Scope of Civil Engineering - Impact of Infrastructural Development on Economy of Country - PDF
INDEXScope of Civil Engineering.Role of Civil Engineer in Society.Impact of Infrastructural Development on Economy of Country. Scope of Civil EngineeringCivil Engineering is the oldest branch of engineering which is growing right from the stone age of civilization.American Society of Civil Engineering Defines civil engineering as the profession in which a knowledge of the mathematical and physical sciences gained by study, experience and practice is applied with judgment to develop ways to utilize economically the materials and forces of the nature for the progressive well being of man.FIELD OF CIVIL ENGINEERING AND THEIR SCOPECivil Engineering may be divided into the following fields :-Building MaterialsBuilding ConstructionStructural EngineeringGeo technical EngineeringHydraulics, water resources and irrigation engineering.Water Supply and sanitary engineering Environmental EngineeringTransportation EngineeringTown Planning and architecture.SurveyingDrawingEstimation and SpecificationManagement Techniques Computer Application
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	INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL ENGINEERING - DOWNLOAD PDF
&nbsp;&nbsp; ENGINEERINGIngenious means ' Clever Person" in Latin Language.Engineering is the application of Scientific, economic, social &amp; Practical knowledge in order to design, build, maintain and improve structures, machines, devices, systems, materials and processes.It is a profession of converting scientific knowledge into useful practical applications, where the materials &amp; forces in nature are effectively used for the benefit of mankind.Technology is an application of basic scientific knowledge to advancement.Oldest branch of engineering which is growing right from the stone age civilization.A professional engineering discipline that deals with the analysis, design, construction and maintenance of infrastructural facilities such as buildings, bridges , dams , roads etc.It is the oldest branch of professional engineering, where the civil engineers are concerned with projects for the public or civilians Civil Engineer is a person who plays a key role in such activities.SurveyingIt is a science and art of determining the relative position of points on the earth's surface by measuring distances, directions and vertical heights directly or indirectly. Surveying helps  in preparing maps and plans, which help in project implementation.If the scale is small, the representation is called map, while it is called plan if the scale is large.Types of SurveyingPlane SurveyingGeodetic Surveying
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	Strength Of Materials (Mechanics Of Solids) - Multicolor Edition
Preface To The Twenty Third EditionIt gives a great pleasure in presenting the new multi color edition of this popular book to innumerable students and academic staff of the Universities in India and abroad. The favourable and warm reception which the previous editions and reprints of this book have enjoyed all over India and abroad, has been a matter of great satisfaction. The present edition of this book is in S.I. units.To make the book really useful at all levels, a number of articles as well as solved and have been eliminated. Three new chapters of Thick Cylindrical and Spherical Shells, Bending of Curved Bars and Mechanical Properties of Materials have also been added. Any errors, omissions and suggestions for the improvement of this volume, will be thankfully acknowledged and incorporated in the next edition. Preface To The First EditionI take an opportunity to present Strength of Materials to the students of Degree and Diploma, in general, and A.M.I.E (I) Section 'A' in particular. The object of this book is to present the subject matter in most concise, compact, to the point and lucid manner.While writing the book , I have always kept in view the examination requirements of the students and various difficulties and troubles, which they face, while studying the subject. I have also constantly, kept in view the requirements of those intelligent students, who are always keen to increases their knowledge. All along the approach to the subject matter, every care has been taken to deal with each and every topic as well as problem from the fundamentals and in the simplest possible manner, within the mathematical ability of an average student. 
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The subject matter has been amply illustrated by incorporating a good number of solved, unsolved and well graded examples of almost every variety. Most of these examples are taken from the recent examination papers of Indian as well as foreign universities and professional examining bodies, to make the student, familiar with the types of questions, usually set in their examinations. At the end of each topic. a few exercise have been added, for the students to solve them independently. Answer to these problems have been provided, but it is too much to hope that these are entirely free from errors. At the end of each chapter, Highlights have been added, which summaries the main topics discussed in the chapter for quick revision before the examination. In short, it is earnestly hoped that the book will earn the appreciation of the teachers and student alike.Although every care has been taken to check mistakes and misprints, yet it is difficult to claim perfection. Any errors, omissions and suggestions for the improvement of this volume, brought to my notice, will be thankfully acknowledged and incorporated in the next edition.R.S.KHURMIContent :- 1. Introduction.2.Simple Stresses and Strains. 3.Stresses and Strains in Bars of Varying Sections.4. Stresses and Strains in Statically Indeterminate Structures.5. Thermal Stresses and Strains.6. Elastic Constants.7. Principal Stresses and Strains. 8. Strain Energy and Impact Loading.9. Center of Gravity.10. Moment of Inertia.11. Analysis of Prefect Frames ( Analytical Method).12. Analysis of Perfect Frames ( Graphical Method).13. bending Moment and Shear Force.14. Bending Stresses in Simple Beams.15. Bending Stresses in Composite Beams.16. Shearing Stresses in Beams.17. Direct and Bending Stresses.18. Dams and Retaining Walls.19. Deflection of Beams.20. Deflection of Cantilevers.21. Deflection by Moment Area Method.22. Deflection by Moment Area Method.22. Deflection by Conjugate Beam Method.23. Propped Cantilevers and Beams.24. Fixed Beams.25. Theorem of Three Moments.26. Moment Distribution Method.27. Torsion of Circular Shafts.28. Springs.29. Riveted Joints.30. Welding Joints.31. Thin Cylindrical and Spherical Shells.32. Thick Cylindrical and Spherical Shells.33. Bending of Curved Bars. 34. Columns and Struts.35. Introduction to Reinforced Concrete. 36. Mechanical Properties of Materials.AppendixIndex
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	Fundementals of Electric Circuits - 4th Edition
\PrefaceYou may be wondering why we chose a photo of astronauts working in space on the Space Station for the cover. We actually chose it for several reasons. Obviously, it is very exciting; in fact, space represents the most exciting frontier for the entire world! In addition, much of the station itself consists of all kinds of circuits! One of the most significant circuits within the station is its power distribution system. It is a complete and self contained, modern power generation and distribution system. That is why NASA (especially NASA-Glenn) continues to be at the forefront of both theoretical as well as applied power system research and development. The technology that has gone into the development of space exploration continues to find itself impacting terrestrial technology in many important ways. For some of you, this will be an important career path. New to This EditionA course in circuit analysis is perhaps the first exposure students have to electrical engineering. This is also a place where we can enhance some of the skills that they will later need as they learn how to design.In the fourth edition, we have included a very significant new feature to help students enhance skills that are an important part of the design process. We call this new feature, design a problem.
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We know it is not possible to fully develop a student’s design skills in a fundamental course like circuits. To fully develop design skills a student needs a design experience normally reserved for their senioryear. This does not mean that some of those skills cannot be developed and exercised in a circuits course. The text already included open ended questions that help students use creativity, which is an impor-tant part of learning how to design. We already have some questions that are open desired to add much more into our text in this important area and have developed an approach to do just that. When we developproblems for the student to solve our goal is that in solving the problem the student learn more about the theory and the problem solving process. Why not have the students design problems like we do? Thatis exactly what we will do in each chapter.  Within the normal problem set, we have a set of problems where we ask the student to design a problem. This will have two very important results. The first will be a better understanding of the basic theory and the second will be the enhancement of some of the student’s basic design skills. We are making effective use of the principle of learning by teaching. Essentially we all learn better when we teach a subject. Designing effective problems is a key part of the teaching process. Students should also be encouraged to develop problems, when appropriate,which have nice numbers and do not necessarily overemphasize complicated mathematical manipulations. Additionally we have changed almost 40% of the Practice Problems with the idea to better reflect more real component values and to help the student better understand the problem and have added 121 design a problem problems. We have also changed and added a total of 357 end-of-chapter problems (this number contains the new design a problem problems). This brings up a very important advantage to our textbook, we have a total of 2404 Examples, Practice Problems, Review Questions, and end-of-chapter problems! 
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	Basics on Tacheometric Surveying - PDF
&nbsp;&nbsp;TACHEOMETRIC SURVEYING Tacheometry or tachemetry or telemetry is a branch of angular surveying in which the horizontal and vertical distances of points are obtained by optical means as opposed to the ordinary slower process of measurements by tape or chain. The method is very rapid and convenient.It is best adapted in obstacles such as steep and broken ground, deep ravines, stretches of water or swamp and so on , which make chaining difficult or impossible,The primary object of tacheometry is the preparation of contoured maps or plans requiring both the horizontal as well as vertical control. Also, on surveys of hogher accuracy, it provides a check on distances measured with the tape.Tacheometry (from Greek, quick measure), is a system of rapid surveying , by which the positions, both horizontal and vertical, of points on the earth surface relatively to one another are determined without using a chain or tape or a separate leveling instrument.
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Uses of Tacheometry The tacheometric methods of surveying are used with advantages over the direct methods of measurement of horizontal distances and differences in elevations.Some of the uses are :Preparation of topographic maps which require both elevations and horizontal distances.Survey work in difficult terrain where direct methods are inconvenient.Detail fillingReconnaissance surveys for highways, railways, etc.Checking of already measured distance.Hydro-graphic surveys and Establishing secondary control.InstrumentsAn ordinary transit theodolite fitted with  stadia diaphragm is generally used for tacheometric survey.The stadia diaphragm essentially consists of one stadia hair above and the other an equal distance below the horizontal cross hair the stadia hairs being mounted in the ring and on the same vertical plane as the horizontal and vertical cross hairs.
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	Materials for Civil and Construction Engineers - PDF
ContentsMaterials Engineering ConceptsNature of MaterialsSteelAluminumAggregatesPortland Cement, Mixing Water, and AdmixturesPortland Cement ConcreteMasonryAsphalt Binders and Asphalt MixturesWoodCompositesPrefaceA basic function of civil and construction engineering is to provide and maintain the infrastructure needs of society. The infrastructure includes buildings, water treatment and distribution systems, waste water removal and processing, dams, and highway and airport bridges and pavements. Although some civil and construction engineers are involved in the planning process, most are concerned with the design, construction, and maintenance of facilities. The common denominator among these responsibilities is the need to understand the behavior and performance of materials. Although not all civil and construction engineers need to be material specialists, a basic understanding of the material selection process, and the behavior of materials, is a fundamental requirement for all civil and construction engineers performing design, construction, and maintenance. 
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Material requirements in civil engineering and construction facilities are different from material requirements in other engineering disciplines. Frequently, civil engineering structures require tons of materials with relatively low replications of specific designs. Generally, the materials used in civil engineering have relatively low unit costs. In many cases, civil engineering structures are formed or fabricated in the field under adverse conditions. Finally, many civil engineering structures are directly exposed to detrimental effects of the environment. The subject of engineering materials has advanced greatly in the past few decades. As a result, many of the conventional materials have either been replaced by more efficient materials or modified to improve their performance.Civil and construction engineers have to be aware of these advances and be able to select the most cost-effective material or use the appropriate modifier for the specific application at hand. This text is organized into three parts: (1) introduction to materials engineering, (2) characteristics of materials used in civil and construction engineering, and (3) laboratory methods for the evaluation of materials. The introduction to materials engineering includes information on the basic mechanistic properties of materials, environmental influences, and basic material classes. In addition, one of the responsibilities of civil and construction engineers is the inspection and quality control of materials in the construction process.This requires an understanding of material variability and testing procedures. The atomic structure of materials is covered in order to provide basic understanding of material behavior and to relate the molecular structure to the engineering response. The second section, which represents a large portion of the book, presents the characteristics of the primary material types used in civil and construction engineering: steel, aluminum, concrete, masonry, asphalt, wood, and composites. Since the discussion of concrete and asphalt materials requires a basic knowledge of aggregates, there is a chapter on aggregates. Moreover, since composites are gaining wide acceptance among engineers and are replacing many of the conventional materials, there is a chapter introducing composites.The discussion of each type of material includes information on the following: Basic structure of the materials Material production process Mechanistic behavior of the material and other properties Environmental influences Construction considerations Special topics related to the material discussed in each chapterFinally, each chapter includes an overview of various test procedures to introduce the test methods used with each material. However, the detailed description of the test procedures is left to the appropriate standards organizations such as the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). These ASTM and AASHTO standards are usually available in college libraries, and students are encouraged to use them. Also, there are sample problems in most chapters, as well as selected questions and problems at the end of each chapter. Answering these questions and problems will lead to a better understanding of the subject matter.There are volumes of information available for each of these materials. It is not possible, or desirable, to cover these materials exhaustively in an introductory single text. Instead, this book limits the information to an introductory level, concentrates on current practices, and extracts information that is relevant to the general education of civil and construction engineers.
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The content of the book is intended to be covered in one academic semester, although quarter system courses can definitely use it. The instructor of the course can also change the emphasis of some topics to match the specific curriculum of the department. Furthermore, since the course usually includes a laboratory portion, a number of laboratory test methods are described. The number of laboratory tests in the book is more than what is needed in a typical semester in order to provide more flexibility to the instructor to use the available equipment. Laboratory tests should be coordinated with the topics covered in the lectures so that the students get the most benefit from the laboratory experience.The first edition of this textbook served the needs of many universities and colleges. Therefore, the second edition was more of a refinement and updating of the book, with some notable additions. Several edits were made to the steel chapter to improve the description of heat treatments, phase diagram, and the heat-treating effects of welding. Also, a section on stainless steel was added, and current information on the structural uses of steel was provided. The cement and concrete chapters have been augmented with sections on hydration-control admixtures, recycled wash water, silica fume, self-consolidating concrete, and flow able fill. When the first edition was published, the Super pave mix design method was just being introduced to the industry. Now Super pave is a well-established method that has been field tested and revised to better meet the needs of the paving community.This development required a complete revision to the asphalt chapter to accommodate the current methods and procedures for both Performance Grading of asphalt binders and the Super pave mix design method. The chapter on wood was revised to provide information on recent manufactured wood products that became available in the past several years. Also, since fiber-reinforced polymer composites have been more commonly used in retrofitting old and partially damaged structures, several examples were added in the chapter on composites. In the laboratory manual, an experiment on dry-rodded unit weight of aggregate that is used in Portland cement concrete (PCC) proportioning was added, and the experiment on creep of asphalt concrete was deleted for lack of use.
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This Presentation deals with*Introduction to Civil Engineering*Scope of Different fields of Civil EngineeringArchitecture &amp; Town PlanningBuilding Materials Construction TechnologyEnvironmental EngineeringGeotechnical EngineeringHydraulics, Water Resource &amp; Irrigation EngineeringRemote Sensing &amp; GISStructural EngineeringSurveying Transportation Engineering
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This Presentation also Deals with* RoadsBasic DefinitionCross Section of roadComponents of roadTypes of road and their Functions*BridgesDefinitionsFunctionsClassification*DamsDefinitionClassification &amp;* Infrastructure* Types of Infrastructure* Role of Civil Engineers in Infrastructure Development* Effect of Infrastructure on economic development of a countryWhat is Engineering ?* Ingenious means 'Clever Person' in Latin* Engineer cleverly uses the available natural resources for the benefit of mankind.* Provides comfort to mankind and makes life comfortable.* Application of scientific and mathematical knowledge and rational thinking to improve living standards .Civil Engineering* Oldest branch of engineering, next to Military Engineering . All engineering works other than for military purpose where grouped in to civil engineering. Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics &amp; present day information technology followed it.* A professional engineering discipline that deals with the analysis, design, construction and maintenance of infrastructural facilities such as buildings, bridges, dams, roads etc.* Constructions are against nature.  * Application of physical, mathematical and scientific principles for the convenience of civilization. * Began b/w 4000 BC and 2000 BC ( during Ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia , Indus Valley Cavillations ).* John Smeaton was the first self proclaimed civil engineer who built Eddystone Light House in 1771.
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	INTRODUCTYORY CIRCUIT ANALYSIS - Tenth Edition (Download PDF)
IntroductionThe growing sensitivity to the technologies on Wall Street is clear evidence that the electrical/electronics industry is one that will have a sweeping impact on future development in a wide range of areas that affect our life style, general health, and capabilities. Even the arts, initially so determined not to utilize technological methods, are embracing some of the new, innovative techniques that permit exploration into areas they never thought possible. The new Windows approach to computer simulation has made computer systems much friendlier to the average person, resulting in an expanding market which further stimulates growth in the field. The computer in the home will eventually be as common as the telephone or television. In fact, all three are now being integrated into a single unit.Every facet of our lives seems touched by developments that appear to surface at an ever-increasing rate. For the layperson, the most obvious improvement of recent years has been the reduced size of electrical/ electronics systems. Televisions are now small enough to be hand-held and have a battery capability that allows them to be more portable. Computers with significant memory capacity are now smaller than this textbook. The size of radios is limited simply by our ability to read the numbers on the face of the dial. Hearing aids are no longer visible, and pacemakers are significantly smaller and more reliable. All the reduction in size is due primarily to a marvelous development of the last few decades—the integrated circuit (IC).&nbsp;
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First developed in the late 1950s, the IC has now reached a point where cutting 0.18-micrometer lines is commonplace. The integrated circuit shown in Fig. 1.1 is the Intel® Pentium® 4 processor, which has 42 million transistors in an area measuring only 0.34 square inches. Intel Corporation recently presented a technical paper describing 0.02-micrometer (20-nanometer) transistors, developed in its silicon research laboratory. These small, ultra-fast transistors will permit placing nearly one billion transistors on a sliver of silicon no larger than a fingernail. Microprocessors built from these transistors will operate at about 20 GHz. It leaves us only to wonder about the limits of such development.It is natural to wonder what the limits to growth may be when we consider the changes over the last few decades. Rather than following a steady growth curve that would be somewhat predictable, the industry is subject to surges that revolve around significant developments in the field. Present indications are that the level of miniaturization will continue, but at a more moderate pace. Interest has turned toward increasing the quality and yield levels (percentage of good integrated circuits in the production process).History reveals that there have been peaks and valleys in industry growth but that revenues continue to rise at a steady rate and funds set aside for research and development continue to command an increasing share of the budget. The field changes at a rate that requires constant retraining of employees from the entry to the director level. Many companies have instituted their own training programs and have encouraged local universities to develop programs to ensure that the latest concepts and procedures are brought to the attention of their employees. A period of relaxation could be disastrous to a company dealing in competitive products.No matter what the pressures on an individual in this field may be to keep up with the latest technology, there is one saving grace that becomes immediately obvious: Once a concept or procedure is clearly and correctly understood, it will bear fruit throughout the career of the individual at any level of the industry. For example, once a fundamental equation such as Ohm’s law (Chapter 4) is understood, it will not be replaced by another equation as more advanced theory is considered. It is a relationship of fundamental quantities that can have application in the most advanced setting. In addition, once a procedure or method of analysis is understood, it usually can be applied to a wide (if not infinite) variety of problems, making it unnecessary to learn a different technique for each slight variation in the system. The content of this text is such that every morsel of information will have application in more advanced courses. It will not be replaced by a different set of equations and procedures unless required by the specific area of application. Even then, the new procedures will usually be an expanded application of concepts already presented in the text. It is paramount therefore that the material presented in this introductory course be clearly and precisely understood. It is the foundation for the material to follow and will be applied throughout your working days in this growing and exciting field. 
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